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SARS-CoV-2 (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-Corona Virus 2) spike protein which is the viral protein causes human cell 

infections by binding to host cell receptor ACE2 and initiates the membrane fusion. After the entry process the S-protein needs to be 

called up and activated by the furin and TMPRSS2 which are the cellular proteases, stimulates the virus entry into the human cells 

[1][2]. By inhibiting the furin protease leads to supress the spike protein activation in the host cell. The present study aims to 

understand the intermolecular interactions and binding affinity of furin with its inhibitors decanoyl-RVKR-chloromethylketone 

(CMK) and Naphthofluorescein which are reported experimentally [3]. The molecular docking studies show the binding affinity of 

two inhibitors with furin; docking scores for CMK and Naphthofluorescein are -9.87 and -7.34 kcal/mol respectively. The docked 

complexes of both inhibitors form key interactions with furin and exhibits high docking scores. Further, the molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulation for both complexes have been performed to understand their stability, shows both inhibitors are stable in the active site 

region of furin. The RMSD and RMSF plots retrieved from the MD results confirm that CMK molecule having high stability on 

compare with the Naphthofluorescein. The investigation on furin inhibitors help to evaluate these drugs to be used as a repurposed 

drug for the SARS-CoV-2. The detailed study will be presented. 

a)                                                                                                     b) 

Figure 1. Intermolecular interactions of (a) decanoyl-RVKR-chloromethylketone and (b) Naphthofluorescein with active site 

residues of Furin. 
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